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Architectural merit

The 9.3km Deer Park Bypass is a new four lane freeway which 
connects the Western Highway, the principal road linking 
Melbourne to Ballarat and then to Adelaide, to the Western Ring 
Road at Sunshine West. The Bypass will avoid 20 intersections with 
many traffic signals and reduce peak journey times by up to 15 
minutes. 

The Bypass, now known as the M8 Western Freeway, is 
located on the sparse flat plains of western Melbourne. The area is 
characterised by rock outcrops, open grasslands, remnant dry stone 
walls and planted wind breaks of cypress and sugar gum. This is a 
rapidly changing urban landscape of new residential and
industrial estates which is transforming the ever expanding fringe 
of Melbourne. 

A fundamental aim of the design was to create a distinct visual 
identity for the Bypass that integrates freeway architecture into 
the local landscape – a marking of the land. The road corridor 
unfolds as a gently undulating serpentine form connecting two 
established freeways. 

The noise walls have been designed as sculptural 
elements of ambiguous scale embedded into the landform. 
The walls are constructed of a single material, a deep ribbed 
profiled steel section in contrasting horizontal ribbons or 
upright standing ribs. The ribbed profile produces strong 
shadowed reptilian forms which sit with ease in a big landscape. 

The material selected for the noise walls is raw galvanised steel, 
with sections of strong colour to punctuate the freeway where it 
intersects with the local road system. The noise walls have distinct 
end panels that overlap, fold back into the ground or rear up into 
the sky, giving a sense of depth to the otherwise linear design. 

In addition to the noise walls the other principal 
architectural elements are concrete retaining walls and 

bridge abutments. They have been designed as vertical 
folded planes of strong colour to mark the manmade landscape. 

Innovation in the use of steel 

The Deer Park Bypass is set in a broad open landscape 
with few competing features, so the walls needed to be 
visually striking. Galvanised steel was a logical material 
selection due to its inherent strength and protection. The 
design philosophy was to make use of standard catalogue 
products in an innovative way. In this case the material selected 
was a deeply ridged steel product designed as discard formwork 
for bridge decking. The scale and hardiness of the material lent 
itself to being worked into sculptural urban design elements.

Efficient use of steel products 

The galvanised steel product is a flat sheet roll formed into an 
efficient structural profile, acting as a large version of corrugated 
steel, where the depth of the corrugation allows for long span 
strength. This meant that 6 metre spans were possible, thus 
minimising the number of supporting UB posts and maximising 
efficiency. 

Practicality in fabrication and erection 

The selection of the bridge deck cladding was also appealing 
because it is factory made and site ready with no additional 
finishing required. Modular lengths of plank (380mm wide) were 
delivered to site and erected in a pre-programmed sequence. 



Aesthetics and attention to detail 

The noise walls have a striking aesthetic appearance 
whether used horizontally or vertically for they have such a strong 
shadowing effect created by the deep profile ribs. The 
galvanised surface also has a subtle and shifting visual effect 
depending on the weather. The detailing is simple but effective 
with a series of standard architectural details designed utilising 
the existing qualities of the product and its mass produced nature.

 

Attention to corrosion protection 

The noise walls are manufactured from Bluescope Steel 
Galvabond flat sheets with a standard corrosion protection 
finish. The supporting steel UB posts are hot dipped galvanised. This 
simple method allows for an extremely low maintenance structure. 

Sustainability 

The noise walls are constructed entirely from steel, allowing for 
slender and aesthetically pleasing structures without redundant 
use of materials. The bridge deck cladding is also recyclable.

Summary

The Deer Valley Bypass utilises mass produced, recyclable 
materials to create a series of structures which are both 
functional as noise barriers and create an aesthetic identity for

the area. The project utilises the material properties of the chosen 
steel product to act as both structure and as a design feature.
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